423.6 Exemptions.
The use in this state of the following tangible personal property and services is exempted from the tax
imposed by this subchapter:
1. Tangible personal property and enumerated services, the sales price from the sale of which are required to
be included in the measure of the sales tax, if that tax has been paid to the department or the retailer. This
exemption does not include vehicles subject to registration or subject only to the issuance of a certificate of
title.
2. The sale of tangible personal property or the furnishing of services in the regular course of business.
3. Property used in processing. The use of property in processing within the meaning of this subsection shall
mean and include any of the following:
a. Any tangible personal property including containers which it is intended shall, by means of fabrication,
compounding, manufacturing, or germination, become an integral part of other tangible personal property
intended to be sold ultimately at retail, and containers used in the collection, recovery, or return of empty
beverage containers subject to chapter 455C.
b. Fuel which is consumed in creating power, heat, or steam for processing or for generating electric current.
c. Chemicals, solvents, sorbents, or reagents, which are directly used and are consumed, dissipated, or
depleted in processing tangible personal property which is intended to be sold ultimately at retail, and which
may not become a component or integral part of the finished product.
d. The distribution to the public of free newspapers or shoppers guides shall be deemed a retail sale for
purposes of the processing exemption in this subsection.
4. All articles of tangible personal property brought into the state of Iowa by a nonresident individual for the
individual's use or enjoyment while within the state.
5. Services exempt from taxation by the provisions of section 423.3.
6. Tangible personal property or services the sales price of which is exempt from the sales tax under section
423.3, except subsections 39 and 73, as it relates to the sale, but not the lease or rental, of vehicles subject to
registration or subject only to the issuance of a certificate of title and as it relates to aircraft subject to
registration under section 328.20.
7. Advertisement and promotional material and matter, seed catalogs, envelopes for same, and other similar
material temporarily stored in this state which are acquired outside of Iowa and which, subsequent to being
brought into this state, are sent outside of Iowa, either singly or physically attached to other tangible personal
property sent outside of Iowa.
8. Vehicles, as defined in section 321.1, subsections 41, 64A, 71, 85, and 88, except such vehicles subject to
registration which are designed primarily for carrying persons, when purchased for lease and actually leased
to a lessee for use outside the state of Iowa and the subsequent sole use in Iowa is in interstate commerce or
interstate transportation.
9. Tangible personal property which, by means of fabrication, compounding, or manufacturing, becomes an
integral part of vehicles, as defined in section 321.1, subsections 41, 64A, 71, 85, and 88, manufactured for

lease and actually leased to a lessee for use outside the state of Iowa and the subsequent sole use in Iowa is in
interstate commerce or interstate transportation. Vehicles subject to registration which are designed primarily
for carrying persons are excluded from this subsection.
10. Vehicles subject to registration which are transferred from a business or individual conducting a business
within this state as a sole proprietorship, partnership, or limited liability company to a corporation formed by
the sole proprietorship, partnership, or limited liability company for the purpose of continuing the business
when all of the stock of the corporation so formed is owned by the sole proprietor and the sole proprietor's
spouse, by all the partners in the case of a partnership, or by all the members in the case of a limited liability
company. This exemption is equally available where the vehicles subject to registration are transferred from a
corporation to a sole proprietorship, partnership, or limited liability company formed by that corporation for
the purpose of continuing the business when all of the incidents of ownership are owned by the same person
or persons who were stockholders of the corporation.
This exemption also applies where the vehicles subject to registration are transferred from a corporation as
part of the liquidation of the corporation to its stockholders if within three months of such transfer the
stockholders retransfer those vehicles subject to registration to a sole proprietorship, partnership, or limited
liability company for the purpose of continuing the business of the corporation when all of the incidents of
ownership are owned by the same person or persons who were stockholders of the corporation.
11. Vehicles subject to registration which are transferred from a corporation that is primarily engaged in the
business of leasing vehicles subject to registration to a corporation that is primarily engaged in the business
of leasing vehicles subject to registration when the transferor and transferee corporations are part of the same
controlled group for federal income tax purposes.
12. Vehicles registered or operated under chapter 326 and used substantially in interstate commerce, section
423.5, subsection 7, notwithstanding. For purposes of this subsection, "substantially in interstate commerce"
means that a minimum of twenty-five percent of the miles operated by the vehicle accrues in states other than
Iowa. This subsection applies only to vehicles which are registered for a gross weight of thirteen tons or
more.
For purposes of this subsection, trailers and semitrailers registered or operated under chapter 326 are deemed
to be used substantially in interstate commerce and to be registered for a gross weight of thirteen tons or
more.
For the purposes of this subsection, if a vehicle meets the requirement that twenty-five percent of the miles
operated accrues in states other than Iowa in each year of the first four-year period of operation, the
exemption from use tax shall continue until the vehicle is sold or transferred. If the vehicle is found to have
not met the exemption requirements or the exemption was revoked, the value of the vehicle upon which the
use tax shall be imposed is the book or market value, whichever is less, at the time the exemption
requirements were not met or the exemption was revoked.
13. Mobile homes and manufactured housing the use of which has previously been subject to the tax imposed
under this subchapter and for which that tax has been paid.
14. Mobile homes to the extent of the portion of the purchase price of the mobile home which is not
attributable to the cost of the tangible personal property used in the processing of the mobile home, and
manufactured housing to the extent of the purchase price or the installed purchase price of the manufactured
housing which is not attributable to the cost of the tangible personal property used in the processing of the
manufactured housing. For purposes of this exemption, the portion of the purchase price which is not
attributable to the cost of the tangible personal property used in the processing of the mobile home is forty
percent and the portion of the purchase price or installed purchase price which is not attributable to the cost
of the tangible personal property used in the processing of the manufactured housing is forty percent.

15. Tangible personal property used or to be used as a ship, barge, or waterborne vessel which is used or to
be used primarily in or for the transportation of property or cargo for hire on the rivers bordering the state or
as materials or parts of such ship, barge, or waterborne vessel.
16. Vehicles subject to registration in any state when purchased for rental or registered and titled by a motor
vehicle dealer licensed pursuant to chapter 322 for rental use, and held for rental for a period of one hundred
twenty days or more and actually rented for periods of sixty days or less by a person regularly engaged in the
business of renting vehicles including, but not limited to, motor vehicle dealers licensed pursuant to chapter
322 who rent automobiles to users, if the rental of the vehicles is subject to taxation under chapter 423C.
17. Motor vehicles subject to registration which were registered and titled between July 1, 1982, and July 1,
1992, to a motor vehicle dealer licensed under chapter 322 and which were rented to a user as defined in
section 423C.2 if the following occurred:
a. The dealer kept the vehicle on the inventory of vehicles for sale at all times.
b. The vehicle was to be immediately taken from the user of the vehicle when a buyer was found.
c. The user was aware of this situation.
18. Vehicles subject to registration under chapter 321, with a gross vehicle weight rating of less than sixteen
thousand pounds, excluding motorcycles and motorized bicycles, when purchased for lease and titled by the
lessor licensed pursuant to chapter 321F and actually leased for a period of twelve months or more if the
lease of the vehicle is subject to taxation under section 423.27.
A lessor may maintain the exemption from use tax under this subsection for a qualifying lease that terminates
at the conclusion or prior to the contracted expiration date, if the lessor does not use the vehicle for any
purpose other than for lease. Once the vehicle is used by the lessor for a purpose other than for lease, the
exemption from use tax under this subsection no longer applies and, unless there is an exemption from the
use tax, use tax is due on the fair market value of the vehicle determined at the time the lessor uses the
vehicle for a purpose other than for lease, payable to the department. If the lessor holds the vehicle
exclusively for sale, use tax is due and payable on the purchase price of the vehicle at the time of purchase
pursuant to this subchapter.
19. Aircraft for use in a scheduled interstate federal aviation administration certificated air carrier operation.
20. Aircraft; tangible personal property permanently affixed or attached as a component part of the aircraft,
including but not limited to repair or replacement materials or parts; and all services used for aircraft repair,
remodeling, and maintenance services when such services are performed on aircraft, aircraft engines, or
aircraft component materials or parts. For the purposes of this exemption, "aircraft" means aircraft used in a
scheduled interstate federal aviation administration certificated air carrier operation.
21. Tangible personal property permanently affixed or attached as a component part of the aircraft, including
but not limited to repair or replacement materials or parts; and all services used for aircraft repair,
remodeling, and maintenance services when such services are performed on aircraft, aircraft engines, or
aircraft component materials or parts. For the purposes of this exemption, "aircraft" means aircraft used in a
nonscheduled interstate federal aviation administration certificated air carrier operation operating under 14
C.F.R., ch. 1, pt. 135.
22. Aircraft sold to an aircraft dealer who in turn rents or leases the aircraft if all of the following apply:
a. The aircraft is kept in the inventory of the dealer for sale at all times.

b. The dealer reserves the right to immediately take the aircraft from the renter or lessee when a buyer is
found.
c. The renter or lessee is aware that the dealer will immediately take the aircraft when a buyer is found.
If an aircraft exempt under this subsection is used for any purpose other than leasing or renting, or the
conditions in paragraphs "a", "b", and "c" are not continuously met, the dealer claiming the exemption under
this subsection is liable for the tax that would have been due except for this subsection. The tax shall be
computed upon the original purchase price.
23. The use in this state of building materials, supplies, or equipment, the sale or use of which is not treated
as a retail sale or a sale at retail under section 423.2, subsection 1.
24. Exempted from the purchase price of any vehicle subject to registration is:
a. The amount of any cash rebate which is provided by a motor vehicle manufacturer to the purchaser of the
vehicle subject to registration so long as the rebate is applied to the purchase price of the vehicle.
b. That in transactions, except those subject to paragraph "c", in which tangible personal property is traded
toward the purchase price of other tangible personal property the purchase price is only that portion of the
purchase price which is payable in money to the retailer if the following conditions are met:
(1) The tangible personal property traded to the retailer is the type of property normally sold in the regular
course of the retailer's business.
(2) The tangible personal property traded to the retailer is intended by the retailer to be ultimately sold at
retail or is intended to be used by the retailer or another in the remanufacturing of a like item.
c. In a transaction between persons, neither of which is a retailer of vehicles subject to registration, in which a
vehicle subject to registration is traded toward the purchase price of another vehicle subject to registration,
the amount of the trade-in value allowed on the vehicle subject to registration traded.
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